Computers have been extensive/y introduced in our daily lives. They 
Introduction
The use of computers has become routine in many developed and developing countries. Amazingly, however, and in spite of ail its technical evolution, the computer has revived the "cuit of machines"' which existed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: computers, as machines, are overvalucd, and the human work thcy demand is kept hidden. The cult is expressed in such comments as: "The computer can do no wrong"; "ln the future, computers will allow us to work at home". Tojjler (1980) argues that in the 'Third Wave" industries, which are based on computers, human effort will concentrnte on the mind and not on muscle. lnstead of increasing physical strength, new technologies will increase the power of the mind, and offices will be tra11sformed into "elcctronic cottages".
Information workers', on the other hand, remain hidden from public view. The "miraculom. deeds" computers make possible require a great deal of work by analysts, programmers, computer operators, data-entry clerks, tape librarians, and others. Yet, information work has been considered the .. profession of the future". lt is oftcn presented as a modern job, rational, pleasant, intellectually stimulating and profitable. Greenbaum (1976) states that this image was accurate only in the early days of the computer use, but it retains its popularity.
In the sixteenth and scvcntcenth centuries thcre was a grcat cnthusiasm for machines, a "cuit of machir1es"' as Agostino Ramelli, enginccr for the King of France, for cxamplc, shows i11 his book "Le Diverse et Artificiosc Macchine" publishcd in 1588 in France, where he describcs and illustrate» the "tlower pipe organ, a machine that rcproduces the chanti ng of a little bird coming out of a bunch of tlowers." In reality, the littlc bird's song was produced by a slave in a room next to the machine. He blew into a small tube and the song was heard in the next room. ln this way, the slave in fact produces the sound without, however, being seen by the people who admire the song of the bird. For more examples on this period, see Rossi (1989) . 2 The term information worloers is used in this paper to denote ail human work which is nccessary for the operatim1 of computers: analysts, programmers, data-cntry clerks, tape librarians, data-prcparntion clerks, computer operators, etc.
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Computers have bccome the greatest facilitators of modernization. Whenever a task or a decision is to be carried out with rationality and modernity, it will surely be entrusted to a computer. Roszack (1986) claimed that people are prepared to believe that we live in an Information Age, which makes of every computer around us what the relies of the True Cross were in the Age of Faith: emblems of salvation.
Another popular image is that computers linked by telecommunication networks enable people, mainly women, to work from home choosing freely when they want to work. Working life and private life, in this way, will be integrated, resulting in increased productivity, energy savings and reduced stress. Mothers will be able to care for their children and also stay in the labor market. Thus new technologies appear to solve every problem of contemporary Jife. However, is this promise actually being kept?
Until recently, most telework experiences have occurred in developed countries, where their positive and/or negative aspects have been analyzed. But one wonders whether the implications of telework in developed countries are the same as in developing countries. The Brazilian case, analyzed in this paper, is use fui for the investigation of this question because Brazil is one of the largest developing countries where computers have been introduced extensively in the Jast decade.
This paper seeks to pierce beneath the "cult of machines" that surrounds computers and the new technologies in order to investigate an actual telework experience in Brazil. Drawing on secondary literature, it also explores the similarities and differences in telework use in developed and developing countries. Using qualitative methods, the study analyses informai communication in large Brazilian Data Processing Centres (DPCs) and how decentralization mediated by telework affects this form of communication. Finally, it describes the ways in which Brazilian workers and managers in DPCs are facing these issues.
The Data Processing Centres in Brazil
The emergence of DPCs in Brazil took place during the authoritarian period after 1964, when Brazilian capitalism reached its monopolistic phase. Since then a great interest in technology has existed. Technology is seen as a non-political variable, neutral and essential to the country's development. In the post-1964 era, technology has become a symbol of progress, efficiency and modernization, and any possibility that it could involve exploitation and domination is willfully ignored.
Covre (1983) pointed out that monopolistic capitalism entered Brazil through two basic processes: "de-nationalization" and technological modernization. The latter involved the widespread use of both machine-specific and organizational technology. DPCs are closely related to the modernization process describcd by Covre (1983) . The information workers, who appeared during the period of military rule, have since then been repressed and excluded from participation. This is one aspect of the analysis presented here.
Another aspect that must be eonsidered is the many chronic social and cconomic problems which exist in Brazil. People live far from their workplaccs and sometimes commute more than two hours every day. Two in every threc Brazilians carn less than twice the minimum wage 3
• The work accident statistics are frightful: 500,000 fingers are lost yearly due to work accidents. In 1989, there wcre an estimated l million work accidents. Finally, wc have to bear in minci that Brazilian culture has an authoritarian quality. Chacti (1':!85, 1986 ) stated that in Brazil social differences are constructed as hierarchies and social relations are mcdiated by "the favor policy" or ·•the Brazilian way", which makes the establishment of egalitarian rclationships between people difficult. The most elementary democratic rights are often not respected.
Although information workers are considercd to hold "white-collar" jobs which are deemed safer and cleaner than factory jobs, Data Processing G:ntrcs might be compared with a factory in which the raw materials are the data-entry documents that pass through the assembly line (see Figure  1 ). The final product is the reports and documents which have to be sent to the customers. Maciel (1985) 3 The minimum wage in Brazil is cstablished by the Fcdcral Governrnent and, unfortunatcly, docs not provide the minimum arnount per month that the worker needs to live. lt is an official rate which was, in January 1990, US$32.00. The minimum wage pcr month estimatcd by a Brazilian trade union.organization, which is widely recognized as the rnost accurate, was, at that tirne, US$221.58.
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The work organization in Brazilian DPCs is based on Taylorism (Taylor, 1919) which will be considered here notas a set of ideas surpassed by other schools of organizational psychology, but as a set of principles underlying work organization. Thus, a Taylorist work organization may be analyzed in terms of the three general categories proposed by Littler (1978) : ( 1) the division of labour; (2) the implicit employment relationship; and (3) the structure of contrai over the task performance.
Information work is fragmented, and this fragmentation has been under way since its emergence in the mid 50s, as pointed out by Greenbaum (1979) and K raji ( 1977). It gave ri se to a polarization of skills 4 processes as noted by Palloix (1976) , where we have unskilled tasks for most of the information workers, who in Brazil amount to 83.5 percent of the information labor force ( data-preparation clerks, data-entry clerks, computer opera tors, programmers, and tape librarians) as shown in Table 1 . This fragmentation takes place in the context of a rigid hierarchy which was created, according to Greenbaum (1976) , to reinforce the standardization effects and to pay the worker the lowest possible wage.
Working on a DPC is well described by the minimum interaction mode!, "under which there is a minimal connection between the individual and the organization in terms of skill, training, involvement, and conwlexity of his contribution, in return for maximum flexibility and independence on the part of the organization in using manpower" (Davies & Taylor, 1972; p. 302) . Training programmes in DPCs are rare and most of the workers complain about this lack. "Most companies have preferred, when they could, to organize jobs as narrowly as possible in order to minimize training (a key tenet ofTaylorism). And when they couldn't, they have relied on the informai organization of workers on the shop floor to provide an environment where people eau learn from one another" (Howard, 1985; p. 42) . 4 There is a long and intense debatc about the de-skilling proccss relatcd to the introduction of new technologies in the workplace. Sorne investigators (Noble, 1984; Greenbaum, 1979; Shaiken, 1984; Braverman, 1974) argue that the introduction of new technologies led to reduced skill levels. Other investigators support the idea that ncw technologies rnay lead to an upgrading of skill levcls (Zubofj; Hirschhorn, 1988) . Another position in the debate is held by Spenner (1983 Spenner ( , 1985 who points out the importance of the .. social and bureaucratie factors" in the de-skilling process. He notes that the same technological innovation in two 'different firms can change the skill requirernents in different ways. (See Milkman & Pullman, 1988 , for extensive literature review.) Computer skills will be used here as "learned behaviours needed for achieving desirable performance levels when doing job-related tasks using a computer; achieving satisfactory performance hinges first upon attentional resourcc capabilities (i.e., information processing) and rnotor behaviour by the individual and, second, upon the rnix of declarative and procedural knowledge needed to perforrn the skill" (Gattiker, 1990 The strategy of leaving training to be done by informai groups -'"learning on the job" -is common in DPCs as may be secn from this comment by a computer operator:
.. Until now. we did not have any training courses and the system is going to change soon. We arc going to have to learn by ourselves" (Soares, in press ).
Finally, contrai ovcr task performance is extensive. In the data-entry sector the contrai is double: by supervisor and by computer. The work is clectronically monitored and even time spent in the bathroom is monitored. In this way, there is the emergence in the DPCs of what Foucault (1977) called "intcgrally useful time". The electronic surveillance of data-entry is a dear example of how ail time is, in fact, transformed into working time. Computer monitoring exerts a continuous and constant contrai on workers, imposing on them a severe discipline and setting the workers' pace in a standardized way, wliich not only eliminates the working individualities but also restrains horizontal communication. The worker cannot stop working for a few minutes in ordcr to think, to drink a cup of coffee, or to talk to a fellow worker.
In large DPCs Taylorist work organization produces divisions among workers, even when they share the same working conditions, pace and discipline. It increases loneliness at the workplace and decreases horizontal communication (De; ours, 1987) . Restrictions on communication during working time, according to Dejours (1987) , disorganize workers' emotions and prevent the emcrgence of informai groups, which are both production Telework and Communication 123 groups and struggle groups in the face of common problems related tu work. It is well known that workers constitute informai groups to resist, to defend themselves, to struggle ( Castoriadis, 1985) . Thus, workers might not experience frustration and anxiety alone, but when they are isolated these feelings are much more intensified (Dejours, 1987) .
Another aspect that hinders horizontal communications in DPCs is the spatial distribution of workers in the workplace. The discipline is first seen in the spatial distribution of the persons (Foucault, 1977) . One of the most used techniques in DPCs is the distribution of workers in individual workstations separated by tall partitions. "Each person in his/her own place; and in each place only one persan. The disciplinary space tends to di vide itself into so many fragments as so many bodies or elements must be divided" (Foucault, 1977; p. 131, my translation) .
This technique of fragmentation and isolation of the spatial environment is often present in the DPCs. "The workstations were separated by tall partitions, which created a cubicle effect around the work space of each clerk. Installing those partitions was the final step that completed the clcrk's relegation to the realm of the machine. Exiled from the interpersonal world of office routines, each clerk became isolated and solitary" (Zuboff, 1988; p. 125) . This rigid fragmentation of spatial environment not only creates isolation in the workplace, but intensifies the workers' pace so that informai relationships and horizontal communication are further prevented. The workers are increasingly isolated in cubicles, where there is constant surveillance of their behavior (cf. Gattiker, Gutek & Berger, 1988) .
The restrictions on workers' communication are gencralized in the DPCs, as may be seen by this comment by a system analyst: "Y ou want to have a chat with a fellow-worker. Y ou want to relax, but if you go there and talk to another person, someone will go by and start to watch you, go away, corne back again and watch you becaùse he knows that you are chatting. You feel that someone is watching you. Someone is watching what you are doing and you cannot do this ... So, you start to control yourself, because there is always someone watching you" (Soares, in press ).
However, the Jack of communication is more severe in the data-entry sector, where 36.2 per cent of the man power is concentrated. Data-entry clerks are forbidden to talk during working time. Data-entry work is extremely uneventful, repetitive, without any demands on creativity and has a very narrow and one-sided job content. Most of the time the dataentry clerks are paid according to results: "the more you work, the more you are paid," which increases workers' pace and decreases work communication. Thus, the emergence of informai groups among data-entry clerks is only possible during rest breaks, lunch/dinner breaks, before or after work, or during the journey to or from the office'. It is only in these short periods of time that data-entry clerks may talk to each other about the problcms related to the tasks which they perform. The data-entry clerks are Taylor's ·'second-class" workers who should be isulated from each other in order to prcvcnt "systematic soldiering".
One fondamental aspect that must be considered is that there is sex segregatio11 in the data-entry secturs. The majority of workers are women. Braverman (1974) pointed out that data-entry work was considcred a fomale job due to the low skill requiremcnb. This is an important aspect bccause the e:xtcnt of control over time and space as well as the tasks pcrformed differ according to sex (Humphrey, 1987) . Indeed, one of the rcasons management was so concerned about restricting communication among data-entryclcrks is that they wcre women, and were prcsumcd to be intcrested only in gossiping.
Finally, due to the low wages and poor working conditions in Brazil, trade unions are concentratcd in the data-entry sector. The number of strikcs has i ncreased. In 1987 thcre were over 2,281 hours of worked missed due to strikes. In the same year employers decided to use a ncw fonn of work organization, tek~work, to decentralize the data-cntry sector.
Literature Review on Telework
Bdorc rcviewing the litera turc, let us define the term "telework". According to Huw.> (1988) , ail existing definitions are imprecisc and illogical. She suggcsts tha t te lework should be defined not as a unitary phenomenon but as a prnduct of convergence of several trends, which are affecting the organization of work''. ln this papcr the term telcwork denotcs a form of work organization mediatcd by computers and telecommunications in which work is carricd on outside a firm's central office (Oison, 1983; Elling, 1985; Lie, 1985; Kraut, 1987; Ernpirica, 1986) .
There a1·e several different kinds of telcwork which may be classified, according to Monod ( 1985) , as collective and individual cxperienccs. In the former, there are the neighborhood work centers, branch offices linked to a mother organization, and in the latter, there are ail the instances where people using terminais located anywhere in the world can work. For 5 Large orga11i:zations in Brnzil provide bus service as a social bencfit to their workers duc to problems with public transportation. 6 The diffcre11t trends presentcd by Huws (1988) arc: ( !) the geographical relocation of employmcnt: (2) the cxternalization of labor: (3) changes in contractual relationships bctwcen employers and workers; (4) incrcases in home-based working; and (5) changes in the design of jobs.
, ... , The telework phenomenon first appeared in developed countries in the mid-70s, due to the energy crisis, and has been improved with the ongoing development of computers and of high-speed telecommunication networks (Connolly, 1988) . Several questions related to telework have emerged in recent literature.
Reasons for Telework Use
Information about the experiences of telework is limited, but some of the main reasons for its diffusion have been pointed out. Among the economic rcasons for the sprcad of tclework is the savings in overhead costs it makes possible, including lower building costs in suburban arcas (Oison, 1987; Huws, 1985) . Some organizations cven move their back offices or dataeotry departments to other countries where thcre is a lowcr paid labor force available for dcskilled tasks. Another incentive for the proliferation of tclework is to eliminatc the long, tiring commuting timc during the rush hours, resulting in reduced stress and energy savings (Craipeau & Marot, 1983; Hedberg & Mehlmann, 1984; Lie, 1985; Empirica, 1986) .
Tclework may also enhance profitability through the reduction of social costs (Elling, 1985; Oison, 1987) . Several pilot studics have rcported increased productivity with tclework use (Kraut, 1987) . In Sweden, telework has been used to solvc some regional political problems, reallocating jobs to areas where there is a scarcity of employment opportunities (Elling, 1985) .
Telework has also been used as a recruitmcnt policy in sevcrnl ways. It facilitates the allocation and retention of desirable high-skilled manpowcr; e. g., computer personnel (Elling, 1985; Kraut, 1987; Oison, 1987) . It also seems to be casier to recruit workers on a part-time (fiedberg & Mehlmann, 1984) or temporary basis during peak pcriods, what has been labelled as a "buffer strategy" (Elling, 1985) . Telework makes it possible to tap such othcrwise inaccessible labor sources as the disabled and women at home with children (Oison, 1987) .
Finally, tclework has been seen as the basis for the integration of housework and childcare with traditional office work (Hedberg & Mehlrnann, 1984; Elling, 1985) . Telework hours can be flexible, providing more time for family and happicr relationships between men and women. Mothcrs would be able to raise their children without leaving their professional activities, as advocates of telework point out first (Huws, 1984a) .
Problems Related to Telework
Most of the claims about telework's advantages presented ahove have been criticized and sometimes rejected. Renfro (1985) points out that the suppost:d cncrgy savings is misleading because although people save money on the fuel it take~ to commute to work, they spend much more on energy to hcat or cool their homes. Another problcm relatcd to tclehomework is the lad; of any clear division betwccn "work" and "non-work" aetivities which may intensify ··wmlaholism" (Nilles, 1985) , as people might work compulsivcly to solve a problem -the "'just one more time" syndrome. Huws ( l 984 a) states that a11other disadvantage of telehomework is the encroachment of work on family and social life.
Tclework ha~ also bcen seen as a source of deterioration in work relations, as it may li mit career opportunities, stimulate regressive forms of payment (e. g., piece work) and decrease wages (Huws, 1984a; Elling, 1985) . Of son (1987), on tl1e other hand, states that telehomeworkers should acccpt lower wage' because thcy have lower costs of commuting, child care, clothcs and other items a>sociated with work outside the home.
Anothcr factor limiting telcwork's spread in developed countries is the high cost of telecommunication nctworks (Empirica, 1986; Huws, 1984b) . Also, the claims of incrca:sed productivity have been questioned by Kraw ( l 987), who cri1icizcs the research methodologies and selective samples such daims are bascd on. Fi nally, another objection to telework involves problcms of rcrnote supervision. Many supervisors are concerned about how thcy would control their remote workers (Empirica, 1986) . Oison ( l 987) reports that even when managers know that an employee's performance is satisfactory, tbey slill express concern about this question.
Social Isolation
Litc:raturc about telcwork i> unanimous in pointing out social isolation as its most probkmaric asrect (Elling, 1985; Huws, 1984a; Lie, 1985; Olson, l987; Krallf, llJ87: Renji·o, 1985; Empirica, 1986) . The disadvantage most frcqucntly citcd by workcr> is social isolation, and the second most frequent suggestions are rdated to problcms of poor communication, which workers stated !cd to lowcr quality of work (Blomberg, 1987; Huws, 1984a) . Lie ( 1985) pointed out that on-the-job learning is not possible when working at home and also suggcsts that what workers miss is not simply contact with other people, but co-workers with whom to discuss their work. Similarly, Kraw (1987) highlights the importance of social interaction as a source of satisfaction and support, especially the face-to-face relationships with co-workcrs and/or customers.
•· Huws (1984c) cites a case of a homeworker who drove fourteen miles to see a colleaguc, who was also a telehomeworker, when she got really despcratc because of the social isolation. Renfi·o (1985) offered another example of a journalist who went back to his office when his typewriter at home brokc and felt rejuvcnated by the interaction with coworkers at the office; clearly, hc perceived the normally lacking sense of companionship and togetherness.
One solution prescribed for the prohlem of isolation has becn ncighborhood centers. Hedberg and Mehlmann (1984) argue that thcy offer a way to combine the benefits of tclework with social interaction. However, othcr studics suggest that neighhorhood ccnters may not providc an adcquate solution for the lack of social contact. For example, Oison (1983) , based on her exploratory study, argues that contact with profcssional peers is critical to professional development and is not necessarily providcd through neighborhood centcrs.
Decentralization and Skills
Telework raises an old issue related to the deccntralized/externalized labor process and its effects (Monod, 1985) . One must be careful in analyzing how the labor process is mediated by telework, because truc decentralization involves not only a geographical transfer of part of the organization but, above ail, delcgation of authority. ln other words, there must be a transfer of power from the center to the periphery. Morcover, it must be taken into account that technology is not the determinant factor in the decentralization process (Arronsson, 1989; Huws, 1988) .
The experience of the developcd countries suggcsts that two main sets of tasks are mediated by telework: (1) The highly skilled tasks of analysts, programmcrs, senior executives, researchcrs and software specialists; and (2) the Jess skilled tasks of data-entry clerks and word-proccssing operators. Thus, as Elling ( 1985) points out, there is a polarization of skills. In one set we have the well-educated, highly skilled, male workers. And in the other set, we typically have female workcrs performing routine tasks that require low level skills and little education. This polarization of skills was also perceived by Kraut (1987) when h~ analyzed the differential effects of telework on workers with different skills (cf. Gattikcr, 1991).
The tasks which have the greatest potential to be decentralized through telework are programming, data-entry and word-processing ( Empirica, 1986) . This dccentralization potcntial is evident when we observe the frequency with which various types of jobs were involved in telework, as presented in Table 2 (Bair, 1987) . Many traùc u1Ji011S slatc that tclchmm:work would makc remote union activity more difficult (Hcdberg & Mehlmann, 1984) . They are also conci:rned about the detcriorntion of working conditions, the sprcad of piecework payment systèms, the lack of job content and ergonomie concerns associatcd wilh telework (Elling, 1985; Empirica, 1986; TUC, 1985) . Another point of concern mentioned by the British Trade Union Congress (TUC, 1985) is the potential for "off-shore" data-processing which becarne casier with teleproc-essi ng. Ols on ( 1987) obscrved another important aspect rclated to tradc unions: that the majority of jobs considered for homework arc nut unionized, at least in the USA. Tradc unions are also worried about the loss of employrncnl rights and protection, reduced promotion and training prospects and t11e elimination of "fringe benefits" such as subsidized meals und social artivities (TUC', 1985) . Another aspect of great importance in the te lework debate is gendcr.
Gender and Telework
Womcn arc the social group most affccted by telework (Lie, 1985; TUC, 1985; Eliing. 1985; Empirica, 1986; Vedel & Gunnarsson, 1985) and family commitments are one of tlte main reasons forwomen to bt: telehomeworkers. For example, the lack of suitablc and/or reasonably priced child care oenlt:rs is one pi the major reasons womcn accept telehomt:work conditions (TUC, 1985; liuw.s, 1984a) . Moreover, the cultural imposition of child socialization on womcn also contributes to telework being a largely female domain even thougll most wornen would rather work at the office. Telework and Communication 129 lndeed, one of the main arguments used for the introduction and spread of telework was that it helps women to solve the problem of the working woman's "double day" 7 • However, this argument was rejected by Vedel and Gunnarsson (1985) who stated that peak periods of work often coincide with the times when women should be at their children's disposai.
Summary
The literature about telework in developed countries suggests the following conclusions: (1) The main reasons for the use and spread of telework involve the "cuit of machines"; (2) one main limitation of the spread of telework is the high cost of this ncw form of work organization associated with the uncertainty of the rate of return; (3) women are the social group most affected by telework; (4) there is an increased rate of productivity of work mediated by telework, at least initially, and (5) one of the most problematic aspects of telework is the social isolation. Thcse issues form the starting point of this research about telework in Brazil. They will help us to analyze the similarities and/or differences of telework in different social, economie, political and cultural contexts.
Method
This is a qualitative analysis of a telcwork experience in a developing country. A qualitative perspective was chosen for this work for several reasons. First of ail, it was believed that "qualitative methoùologies bring into central focus the points of view of those studied and their active participatio1J in constructing worlds that are sometimes quite different from the worlds they are thought to live in by those in power" (Statham, Miller & Mauksch, 1988, p. 311) . As well, knowledge of telework is in its initial phase and has been based only on the experiences of developed countries. Moreover, the knowledge of telework in developing countries has not been systematized yet and in order to achieve this stage of knowledge, without preconceived notions or categories, the best..approach is a qualitative one.
7 lt is known that working woman has a "'double day". She works one shift at the office or factory and has a "second shift" at home. Hochschild (1989) shows that thcre is a leisure gap between women and men at work, just as therc is a wage gap betwecn them in the workplacc. (For extensive discussion on this subject see : Hochschild, 1989; Gannagé, 1986) .
We cannot study a developing country's expcrience using parameters, notions and catcgories crcated for devclopcd countries, which have very different cultural, social, economic and political realities. Finally, a qualitative approach was chosen duc to the fact that we were concerned with the more subjective aspects of this new form of work organization. The purpose i~ to undcrstamJ the feelings and problems that workers and managers face with telework. However, mie must be conscious of the difficulties that the qualitative approach might engender. For cxamplc, a problcmatic aspect is the relationship between intervi.::wer and interviewec, which is never neutral and may influence the results of the research. Another example is the number of interviews, because the samples in qualitative studies are typically small and unsystematic for se,·eral reasons, sueh as time constraints'. Neverthelcss, we were also aware that "the kind of phenomcnon we chose to investigatc should be adlicvcd tluough the possible techniques and not through the ones considercd as ideal because we risked gaining in formality and losing our object, if wc were attached to the most usual procccdings in social rcsearch" (Rudrigues, 1978, p.31, my translation) .
These mcthodological constraints are minimized, however, duc to the fact that the interviews were conductcd by a rcsearcher who was intimately familiar with the DPC". According to Guffrnan ( 1989) , this familiarity helps one achieve a random sample and a range of unanticipated events, as well as giving one the ju~tification and warranty for the fieldwork.
The Site Selection
The organizatinn analyzed is the first experience of telework in a public DPC in Sao Paulo, Brazil. For the purpose of this research, this public DPC will be rderred to as "'ORG l." Sincc 1987, ORG 1 has decentralized the data-cntry sector thrnugh telework. ORG l is the third largest DPC in Brazil. with approximately three thousand workers. ORG l is fundamental to the modernization and rationalization process of public administration in Sao Paulo because it is the company in charge of the computing resources of the Stale of Sao Paulo.
A grcat number of administrative problems were pointed out by ten work groups that were crcated by the management to evaluate ORG 1 and provide support for the modernization of the public administration in the S In this case wc also haJ financial constraints as this projcct was not supported by any rcscarch funding and t<ipe transcription is an expcnsive service in Brazil. lJ ORG J was one uf the DPCs 1 studied in prcpai·ing my Master's Thesis and I had been rcscarching 1t for~ ycars when 1 conductcd the interviews for this project.
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State of Sào Paulo. The main problems were: Jack of material resources, an organizational structure overly centralized, lack of human resources, and severe bureaucracy. The communication problems and work organization issues were not eonsidered by any of the ten work groups. Experiences with telework in Brazil are very recent. At the time of the case study there were only two DPCs using this new form of work organization, which now seems to be emerging as a general trend in this sector. The researcher visited the other DPC to gather information about its experirnce, but the request for access to data-cntry clerks was refused, and only managers could be interviewedw. In this analysis, we decided not to use these data because it would be very difficult to make comparisons bctween the two organizations. This other DPC is a private organization and smaller than ORG 1. This is one of the reasons for our small sample.
Interview Procedures
The researcher conducted persona! semi-structured interviews (sce Appendices l and 2 for interview schedules), with three managers and twelve dataentry clerks, three from each of four shifts, who worked in the branch office 11 . The workers selected ail had worked in the mother organization before working in the branch office. This restriction was made because it is likely that only the workers who had experienced the changing process would be able to evaluate this new fonn of work organization. The interviews were conducted and recorded in a private room at the workplacc during working time. Each person was informed of the nature of the research project, that the interview would remain confidential and anonymous. Each was asked if s/he would rather not have the interview recorded and only after s/he agreed was the tape-recorder turned on and the interview begun. The duration of the interviews was, on average, forty minutes for each worker. The managers' interviews lasted, on average, one hour. During the interviews pressure was never put on the workers and/or managers to answer our questions because of the belief that "the task is never neutral to the worker's emotional life, s/he can talk about her/his job or s/hc must be silent about it. Sometimes it is necessary to hide the content of the job from others" (Dejuurs, 1987, p. 5-1, my translation). 
Results
Data-cntry clerks have bcen distributcd among the clients of ORG 1 since 1 Y88 (sec Table 3 ). The branch office is actually located inside the offices of the main customer of ORG 1, which is in the heart of the metropolitan area of Sâo Paulo. ORG l is located in a suburban area of the city of Sao Paulo. Women are the first and foremost group affected by this expericnce of telework due to the job segrcgation of the data-entry sectors. ln ORG 1, 87 % of data-entry del'ks were women and in the branch office 56 % were womcn. We must remcmber that geographical movement is usually problcmatic for womcn workers due to family constraints.
Union activity bccamè more difficult af'tcr the introduction of telework. The CRE (Commission of the Employecs' Rcpresentativcs)
12 was criticized by data-entry clerks becausc it could not manage the disscmination of information about CRE activities in the branch office aftcr one year of telcwork experienoe. The organization of the CRE at the branch office has bccn difficult and problematic.
The Workers' View
The main probkm raiscd by workcrs at the branch office was the social isolation and lack of informai communication. Whcn they were asked about the difficultics tl1ey were facing, social isolation appeared in alrnost every answer as may be obs.;rved in thesc comments:
12 The CRE -Commissiun of the Employees' Rcpres.:ontatives -is a commission of employoe' officially recognizt:d by the company, which rcpresents the workers' intercsts.
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"'l believe that there is a Jack of information. There is not enough communication; we are too isolatcd. It seems that we do not exist."
''The only thing I feel is Jack of information. Information arrives late and people become outdated. In the mother organization, sometimes there is a party and we do not know aboutit. The events which are a way to keep in touch with each other, do not exist here."
"At the mother organization we wcre much more informed about contests, championships, coming events. Now, after we have corne here wc are outdated."
One could observe the emerging perception of two classes of workers: those who work at the mother organization and those who work at the branch office. There was a great feeling of rejection among the data-entry clcrks in the branch office as can be noted in the following comment:
"The mother organization is wondcrful. There is nothing like the mother organization. It sccms that we are differcnt. When we werc thcre and went to the Medical Department, it is different from what we have here. It is something that makes you fecl uncomfortable. Maybe it is a persona! impression, but there are differences. You cannot say that branch office and rnother organization are the same. They are really different."
This feeling of rejection was also expressed in almost every interview. Workers felt that they were no longer working in ORG 1 due to thcir spatial localization. Furthermore, they were not perceived as workers frorn ORG l at the mother organization, also as a result of their remote workplace. The main complaints and objections about the social isolation due to telework arc summarized in Table 4 . Workers expressed a strong preference for work at the branch office, however. due to its central location. There was a decrease in commuting time and great transportation facilities: proximity to both bus stops and an underground station.
After the "decentralization" process, no strikes occurred in ORG l (see Table 5 ). Many factors may have contributcd to the absence of strikes, but the researcl1er believes that the introduction of telework is one of the most important. • This infonm1tion was not a\'ailablc from the trade union nor in the newspapers.
The Managers' View
The main problem me11tioned by the managers involved the new controls neccssary for a deoentralized organization; the management of struggles rclated to wages, overtime and strikes; and the poor working conditions in the building where the branch office was set up. Another problem mentione<l was the more intense pressure excrted by the customer due to the geographical proxirnity of the branch office. Actuaily, the branch office was set up in the customer's building, so the contact was much more intense and not mediated as revealed in this comment by a manager in the branch office: "! was never ~o pressured ac the mothcr organization. The pressure is more imense here ut the customer location. Before, when the customer complained to the mother organization, we felt some pressure, but it used to be much Jess." The bureaucratie structure at the mother organization used to act as a shock absorber to the client's demands. Working in a decentralized way, inside the customer's building, the pressure is concentrated and more intense at the branch office. Thus, the relationship between customer and
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A curious and contradictory aspect, taking into account our devcloping condition, is that no complaints were made about the high costs of the project nor investment return rates which are the main reasons for not using telework intensively in developed countries. Another aspect which reinforces this contradiction is the fact that man y of the administrative problems pointed out by the ten work groups were related to the lack of cconomic resources: lack of material resources and human resources.
Managers perceived a productivity rate increase in the branch office when compared with the mother organization. Unfortunately, no data werc available to evaluate this daim. Another problem mentioned by the managers was that due to the increased rate of productivity, there was an increasing number of data-entry clerks with Repctition Strain Injuries 1 ', despite ail the ergonomie care which was taken during the construction of the office setting.
Communication problems were not mentioned or perceived by the managers at any point in the interviews. One manager explained that hc was "obliged" to takc out the public telephoncs which werc installed at the data-entry sector because the workers formed queues to telephone instead of working. The communication problems were not mentioned in any proposais made by the ten work groups either.
Finally, another point worth mentioning is that trade union questions were never mentioned by managers. Tracte unions in Brazil 14 arc not aware 13 Repelition Strain Injuries (RS!s) are known as a category of injuries which involve damage to muscles, tendons and nerves caused by overusc or misusc. (Massachusetts Dept. of [!ldustrial Accidents, 1990) . The RSI Task Force of the Australian Public Service gives the following definition: ·'RSI is taken to be a collective tcrm for thosc conditions with recurrcnt or persistent pain, disability or loss of function in any part of the body, mainly in the limbs and particularly in the upper limbs and neck. These conditions are usually associated with repetitive movement and/or fixed posture, and related to, or aggravated by, an occupational setting. Some types of RSI have bcen identified and technically named (tenosynovitis, carpal tunnel syndrome, epicondylitis, etc.) while others appear to be more generalised and non-specific with or without observable conditions (e. g., pain in the forearm muscles with reduccd fonction). Ali of the conditions are characterised by pain, with or without physical manifestations" (Task Force Report, 1985, p.11-12; see Bammer, 1989 , and Stevenson, 1987 , for extensive debate on this subject). It is estimated that 30 percent of Brazilîan dataentry clerks have a form of RSI. 14 Tracte unions are not powe1iul in Brazil. lt is estimated that union members are only 10 per cent of the Brazilian workers, lt is argued that the weakness of unions is an institutional problem because they were created by the authori(arian State and are subject to extensive regulation (Andrade, 1984) . When the labor movement violates of telcwork issues and so far this ncw form of work organization has not been discuss1.:d, altJmugh its utilization is becoming more widespread.
Discussion
The images which rnrround the computer in our society are based on myths which, according to Barthes (1985) , are discourses by which we try to cstablish a kind of compensatory and reparatory operation for the evils of society. In this way. the myths of .. the profession of the future" as well as "the electronic cottage" bring us confused and misleading concepts of what information work and telework are. When we analyze how information work is organized in large DPCs in Brazil we can sec that the reality is completely difforent from the myth. Information workers face a myriad of common problems every day. Work organization in DPCs is constructed according to Taylorist concepts which brings to the surface one contradiction: one of the mos.t modern machines is being managed according to an old-fashioned organi2ational system. A great number of problems may arise from this contradiction: health problems, high abscnteeism, low productivity, social isolation of workers, Jack of communication in the organization and job dissatisfaction (Arronsson, 1988; Carson, 1977; Forester, 1985) . On the other hand, telework has been presented as the most competcnt, rational and modern management solution for the problems of ORG 1. Tdcwork has been seen as the pcrfect solution for the organization's problems because it links two important aspects: informating", which is scen as a modernization process, and decentralization; which is, according to Lieb/ing ( 1981 ) , the way that top managers often respond to an internai crisis and changing ceonomic and environmental conditions in a centralized organization. As the data-entry sector is the most problematic sector in a DPC (high absenteeism, numerous strikes, health problems -c. g., Repetithe rules it is seen as ùangcrous and illegal. Duc to the link to the State, tracte unions are bureaucrati:zcd and oftt:n do not pay enough attention to workers' problems. Although this is not true of cvery trade union in Brazil, it is the case for the information workers (SINDPD -Tracte Union of the Data Proccssing Workers). The collective a.grccmcnts arc bascd only on wagc bcnefits clauses, which are important due to our ecunomic situation, but do nut take into account any problems rclated to the ncw technologies. 15 Wc are using the tcnn informating in the sense developed by Zubojf (1985) .
Accon.Jing to him the information technology has a dual nature: Automate/Informate. The former is defined as a means to replace human effort and skills in order to achicve tasks performcd at le>s co>I with more contrai and continuity. The latter is dcfined as a process that goes beyond automation which is used by organizations to accomplish the work process through the creation of information.
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tion Strain Injuries), it was the first sector chosen for the decentralization mediated by telework. Telework, in a historical context, represents the current stage of the history of information work degradation. Telework imposes the spatial fragmentation on information work and sets a new discipline based clearly on a "divide-and-conquer" policy 1
•. Although some investigators may argue that reallocation of work may "modestly" upgrade the work of data-entry clerks (Attewell, 1987) , this case study is an example of the degradation of the already degraded data-entry work. Telework must be seen not as a technology that came out of thin air, but one shaped by economic, political, social and organizational constraints. In the Brazilian experience, where none of these aspects was adequately considered, telework reinforces the organizational problems which already existed, mainly those related to social isolation and informai communication.
In the Brazilian experience, telework increased the lack of informai communication which already existed in DPCs. The workers' anxiety and suffering were reinforced and the emergence of informai groups was almost impossible with this new form of work organization. The group problemsolving, observed by Suchman and Wynn (1984) , which took place during breaks in the snack bar, club or restaurant among data-entry clerks, became very difficult in the branch office. The feelings of social isolation, Jack of comunication and dissatisfaction were increased by telework. Moreover, in many ways communication is the essence of the organization and provides task coordination as well as socio-emotional support for the individuals (Katz & Kahn, 1967) . In this sense, telework is removing the organizational essence from the branch office of ORG l and is also disrupting the organizational culture. According to Kraut (1987) , organizational creativity is aided by the informai communication which fosters collaboration among individuals.
The creation of informai groups is also hindered by telework in ORG 1, especially in the branch office. According to Davis (1967) , informai groups are one of the main sources of satisfaction and stability for workers, giving them a sense of "belonging" and security. It is preciscly the Jack of informai groups in the branch office that enables us to understand the "outsider" feeling of the data-entry clerks who state that "It makes you feel uncomfortable ( ... ) You cannot say that bran ch office and mother organization are the same''. They perceive and feel that theydo not belong to any informai group at the mother organization and that is one of the main problems they pointed out. 16 The general manager of the production department in the other Brazilian DPC using telework to decentralize the data-entry sector stated clearly that one of the rcasons for using telework is that '"it is safer not to have ail the eggs in the same basket".
According to Karasek and Theorell (1990) , the elimination of group work undercuts social support at the workplace, the potential for learning on-the-job skills, and :tlexibility to restructure work organization in tandem with changing market and technological requirements. Using Zubojfs (l985) terminology, although managers are trying to informate ORG 1, they are only "automating" ORG 1. In short, the organizational structure of ORG 1 became more rigid and static after the introduction of telework, although the opposite outcome was desired.
The utilization of telework in Brazil also suggests some interesting similarities and diffcrences compared with other international experiences. Among the similarities, it was found that women are the first and foremost group affected by telework due to the sex segregation which exists in this &ector. Also observed was an increased rate of productivity with the introduction of telework. Trade union activity became more difficult and social isolation was perceived as the main problem for workers.
A curious a11d contradictory aspect, taking into account that Brazil is a developing country, is that no complaints were made about the high cost of the telework project, which is one of the main reasons for not using tclework intensively in developed countries. Until now, telework has been used only in DPCs in order to decentralize the data-entry sector. It was not intendcd to be a form of recruitment policy, energy savings, or a policy to solve regional problems related to unemployment. Another interesting and contradictory aspect is that telework has been used to transfer part of the data-cntry sector from a suburban arca to the metropolitan area of Sao Paulo city. Clearly, lowcr building costs were not considered either.
The case of ORG 1 suggests that the introduction of telework aggravates communication problems and creates a more rigid and static organizational structure. According to Howard (1985) , this happens because managers, armed with Taylorist principles and concepts, concentrate their efforts on the formai procedures and structures of the organization and try to eliminate or just ignore the informai aspects of the organization through the use of new technologies.
That is exactly the way that Brazilian managers are facing the problems in DPCs and the communication problems related to tclework. Telework has become one of the myths that surrounds computers in Brazil. It is one more "emblem of salvation" with a double role of deccntralizing and informating the workplace. Treated in such a "neutral" way, without trade union resistance and introduced in a sector where communication problems already exist, telework intensifies these problems and is a source of suffering a11d anxiety for workers. 
Issues for the 21st Century
Research into benefits and problems related to telework should be carried out. It is a new form of work organization and we do not know very much about it. Although there are many studies of telehomeworking, there are not many about telework in a collective form, to use Monod's (1985) classification. We have to know more about telework as a new form of work organization which may Jink branch offices to a mother organization. The health problems which may arise from this work organization remain largely unknown. It would be valuablc to compare similar jobs carried out in the mother organization and in the branch office to investigate any possible differences related to the workers' health. The stress reactions due to the social isolation provided by telework should be considered, too.
One important point which should be analyzed in further research on homeworkers is how new technologies affect family relationships. Children should be interviewed to investigate what they think of their parents working at home. Are there any restrictions on their play or TV watching during their parents' working time? Another aspect which should be analyzed is stress at home due to telework. The home is often said to be a low stress work setting. However, we believe that telehomework is not stressless, but due to its newness we do not yet know the sources of stress in this form of work organization. It is also too early to draw conclusions about the. stress effects of telehomework due to the selective samples uscd in existing studies and the newness of these experiences. An additional issue concerni11g homeworkers is how women manage both housework tasks and telework. An interesting investigation, we believe, would compare telehomeworkers and women who work in a central office in the same job and with similar houscwork tasks. Such a project could explore stress complaints, the gender-related division of Jabor at home, family relationships and also children 's opinions (cf. Gattiker & Nelligan, 1988) .
Another important question that deserves further research is the productivity level achieved with telework. Severa! pilot projects, as well as our experience here, pointed to increasing rates of productivity. However, we agree with Kraut (1987) that, given the methodological problems and the selective samples used in research on telework, no firm conclusions can be drawn. Moreover, we have to bear in mind that after a change in working conditions and/or organization of work, workers may enhance, for some time, the productivity level due to several factors: the ergonomie setting, the newness, fear of job Joss, and also the Hawthorne effect. However, the productivity level may return to its former level after some time. Future rcsearch should compare historical time series data on productivity levels of teleworkers. The role of informai communication for social life in the branch offices and how new technologies affect these particular forms of worker communicaLion should also be analyzed further, especially in regard to the stress issue. But the mosl important aspect to explore here is how workers resist the lack of informai communication. Zubojf (1988) relates an interesting case whcre two clerks overcame the lack of communication and the social isolation by making a small hole in the tall partition bctween their workstations in order to see and communicate with cach other without having to stand up and peer ovcr or around the wall.
Technology should be taken into account by managers as a political, social and cultural variable which has a dialectical relationship with the organization. ln order to achieve the desired flexibility with new technologies, managers should consider the organizational culture, as well as informai procedures, groups and communication. Otherwise, as in ORG 1, the result may be a rigid and static organizational structure with no tlexibility.
Finally, informai communication should be considered by managers not as a problem of gossiping or "soldiering" at work, but as a way to solve management problems. Instead of acting against workers, through fear, using new technologies as a way to break up the trade union movement or in a "divide-and-conquer" policy, management should try to improve the quality and the productivity of their service. A good way to achieve these goals is to change work organization patterns. Instead of using expensive --solutions" such as telework, it is much better to discard Taylorist principles and search for au iudividual. local solution which takes into account the organizational culture and encourages greater worker involvement and participation at the workplace.
\'
,., . .. ,,,,,.,,,.'-·,•,' . Appendix 2 Managers' Questions 1) How could you evaluate the changing process from mother organization to here? 2) Why did the data-entry sector become decentralized? 3) How is your relationship with the mother organization? 4) How is supervision by the mother organization organized? 5) How is the relationship with the customer now? 6) Is there any kind of pressure now that did not exist before? 7) What is the structure of the production here? 8) What are the main problems you are facing here? 9) Are there any other questions or aspects that you think are important and that we have not talked about?
